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KREG PRECISION MITER GAUGE

€177,99 (excl. VAT)

The Kreg KMS7102 precision miter guide is adjustable from -45° to 45°. It is equipped with preset angles
at 0°, 10°, 22.5°, 30° and 45°. The brass pin makes it easy to switch between these angles. In addition to
these preset angles, the mitre stop is adjustable with 0.1° precision. Markings are indicated per 1°. The

supplied guide has a length of 610 mm and has a reversible stop.

The mitre stop has an aluminium guide rail measuring 9.5 x 19 x 610 mm and has five adjustment points
that you can adjust to eliminate "play" in the mitre groove with a simple turn of the screwdriver.

SKU: KRE-KMS7102
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Kreg KMS7102 precision miter gauge is adjustable from -45° to 45°. It is equipped with preset angles at 0°,
10°, 22.5°, 30° and 45°. The brass pin makes it easy to switch between these angles. In addition to these
preset angles, the mitre stop is adjustable with 0.1° precision. Markings are indicated per 1°. The supplied

guide has a length of 610 mm and has a reversible stop.

The mitre stop has an aluminium guide rail measuring 9.5 x 19 x 610 mm and has five adjustment points that
you can adjust to eliminate "play" in the mitre groove with a simple turn of the screwdriver.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

T-slot bar 610 mm long, 9.5 mm high, 19 mm wide
Fixed mitres 0°, 10°, 22 1/2°, 30° and 45°

Vernier Scale adjustable to 1/10th of a degree
Anodised aluminium for easy cleaning

Factory calibration; perfect out of the box
Weight 3kg

DESCRIPTION

The Kreg KMS7102 precision miter gauge is adjustable from -45° to 45°. It is equipped with preset angles at 0°,
10°, 22.5°, 30° and 45°. The brass pin makes it easy to switch between these angles. In addition to these
preset angles, the mitre stop is adjustable with 0.1° precision. Markings are indicated per 1°. The supplied

guide has a length of 610 mm and has a reversible stop. The mitre stop has an aluminium guide rail measuring
9.5 x 19 x 610 mm and has five adjustment points that you can adjust to eliminate "play" in the mitre groove

with a simple turn of the screwdriver.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,5 kg


